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Hello all !
I would like to inform users of the program HAM_SECRETARY and AWARD SECRETARY
that developed a new version of the program:
HAM_SECRETARY version 3.4.3 at  04.04.2016  year
-   The new version mainly includes changes that allow preparation file for starting in a
AWARD_SECRETARY program . These files are designed for radio amateurs
    who have already been approved awards , and further supplement for award (endorsemen } 
they may entrust to AWARD_SECRETARY program. Such data in the files can be  any format
     (txt, csv   } , and usually  contain a lot of unnecessary data.
  
   To make this files used as a file of starting for the award you generally need in  a program
HAM_SECRETARY perform the following steps:
            - Input data from the the  fixed-width column
            - Removal of unnecessary lines descriptive.
            - Remove unnecessary columns
            - Introducing his own description of the significance of columns
            - Replacement of some of the words (   eg (miasto}     to the miasto    } , or m. to M
             -change single character to another character such as (    to a blank sign.
            - Conversion of Polish marks on their ASCII equivalents .that of the international
application program HAM_SECRETARY and AWARD_SECRETARY.
             - Must provide the ability to input data for which the separator of data fields is not only a
comma,
               but any any character as a separator data such as    ;   .   |    \     /    etc
             - Join two columns to the one column
             - Edit any field in the table, including the header and description fields table
 
To do this, the software includes a new option translation and sort files with the new
field type  .TXTconstant  Columns , CSV , pseduo CSV . This is very useful data type.

The new version v 3.4.3 includes the following changes:
     - The ability to replace only one character in the column
     - Added possibility to join column with the one column to the right side .
     - QSO_DATEmay also be in the form of e.g.   21/8/2016 or 21\08\2016. Sign / or \ will be
replaced as standard to characte  -  about what information is 
       present on the screen .
    - Now for the type of field .TXTconstant Columns, CSV, pseduo CSV is the possibility to search
for a row in the table by entering the station callsign
    - Now for the type of field .TXTconstant Columns, CSV,pseduo CSV is possibility  to load data
in the form of  CSV (comma separated value) or any other character as 
      separator , when data is no as column. You just need to choose:
            -delete choice fixed width field
            -select the type of automatic or custom (customer) and as a field separation specify
comma, ie,
         Now you can edit any field before the actual translation.
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Yo can download program from
  http://sp9auv.com/EN/index.html?downloading_program.php
I invite all people to use my discussion forum
     http://sp9auv.com/fudforum/
where you'll find many answers to general problems concerning amateur radio
and problems how resolve problems with my programs. Unregistered users can browse
forum, and after registering at
    http://sp9auv.com/fudforum/index.php?t=pre_reg&
You can ask questions and how to create new topics

Vy 73 de Jerzy  SP9AUV
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